ERIN ASH SULLIVAN
“Melodic, fresh, and easygoing,
with storytelling prowess on full
display…recalling the likes of
Joni Mitchell and Joan Baez.”
- Unxigned
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ABOUT THE ALBUM
WE CAN HEAR EACH OTHER

Erin is a Massachusetts-based singersongwriter whose music focuses on the
power of story to build connection.

AVAILABLE
May 14, 2021 on Spotify, iTunes, Amazon

Erin’s lyrics draw from the lives of
others as well as her own experiences
as a daughter, wife, mother, and
artist, harnessing language in
unexpected ways to reveal the world
through others’ eyes.

GENRE
Folk/Singer-Songwriter
PRODUCER
Doug Kwartler, Hollow Body Studios

This is Erin’s second foray into the
music world. Erin began performing
her original music in NYC, where
she co-founded the band Edith O
with college friend Amy Speace,
performed regularly at venues
including the Bitter End and CBGB’s
Gallery, and released an album,
Tattooed Queen, which garnered
critical raves. It is possible that the
band broke up when Erin—who was
at the time a sleep-deprived mother
of a six-week-old—forgot to show
up at the Bitter End for the band’s
record release show.

Erin’s first solo album, We Can Hear Each Other, features songs written
mostly after she returned to songwriting in 2018. It was produced
at Hollow Body Studios in Massachusetts by Doug Kwartler, with
arrangements featuring a range of instruments from stand-up bass
to a 150-year-old banjo. When the pandemic threatened to bring
production to a halt, Doug got creative for the final few songs and
turned his trusty Volvo into the “Hollow Body Mobile,” setting up a
studio on Erin’s front porch while she recorded guitar, uke, and vocals
from the physically-distanced safety of her living room.

In subsequent years, marriage,
children, and a career as a teacher,
school administrator, and published
author took center stage, but in
2018, Erin returned to writing and
performing in the Boston area.

erinashsullivan.com

Many of the songs from We Can Hear Each Other are deeply personal
and capture key moments in Erin’s life as well as the experiences of
family members and friends. Her lyrics touch on what it means to be
an individual caught up in a web of connections as a daughter, wife,
mother, and friend.

Booking inquiries: erinashsullivan@gmail.com or 323-336-0003
erinashsullivan
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ABOUT THE TRACKS
01 TRAIN FROM GARY (3:31) is a series of questions to my grandmother, a
singer who fled the Midwest to sing in New York City cabarets during WW2 and
ended up getting cast in the original Broadway production of Oklahoma, only to
leave the show before it opened to marry my grandfather. You often don’t think
about the questions you want to ask your grandparents until it’s too late.
02 FABRIC (3:55) reflects on the power of tangible objects—like a bolt of fabric—
to elicit memory and emotion. This song was written for my mom: we were cleaning
out a closet together, and I watched her break down as she held a spool of thread
in her hand - for her, that thread brought her back to a time when she was quite
literally trying to stitch herself - and her daughters - together.
03 SPRING COME RUNNING (2:52) is a lively, bluegrass-infused tune featuring my daughter, Emma, in close harmonies; it was written at the onset of the
pandemic in March 2020 and touches on the need for resilience in tough times.
04 TAKE IT FROM THERE (5:14) honors my childhood friend Kim, who was
tragically killed while doing her best to parent her two sons in challenging circumstances. It touches on feelings common to all parents: “The paths we carve from day
to day/They bind us to ourselves and to no other/A map etched on our hearts that
shows/The way to home is simply through each other.”
05 FIREFLIES (3:08) is a light-hearted “carpe diem” tune that veers into old-time
jazz territory and features my ukulele.
06 WIND AROUND YOU (3:04) is one of the oldest songs on the album and
was inspired by my dad’s exhortation to treat your life like a “ball of string” and
unwind carefully!
07 SACRED THREAD (3:36) was inspired by a conversation with a close friend
about how her father came to the United States from India, and how faith and
self-determination impact the decisions we make in our lives: “And as we’re writing
out the story that we’d like to read instead/We’re spooling out a sacred thread.”
08 DUCKS IN A ROW (2:55) is my take on how hard it is to let go if you’re
someone who likes to have everything under control: “It’s been a long hard lesson
to go with the flow/And to give a little push to my ducks in a row.”
09 ONE MAN SHOW (2:49) is a new arrangement of one of my older tunes
which appeared on Tattooed Queen, the album I recorded with Amy Speace when
we performed together as Edith O.
10 SHEEP SHANTY (5:27) was “ripped from the headlines” - inspired by the true
story of a cargo ship that went down in 2019 carrying 15,000 sheep.
11 RADIO SHOW (5:11) The album takes it title from the lyrics of this track,
which incorporates found audio from 1980 of me with my sister Amanda. We spent
endless childhood hours writing and recording radio shows on our TEAC tape deck,
and the song celebrates both the joy of creativity and the deep happiness that
comes from being known and heard by someone you love: “We don’t care that no
one’s listening/We can hear other.”
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